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• Evidence of ethics approval included (if required based on methodology) Not required 

• Appropriate word count Yes 

 
ADDITIONAL WRITTEN COMMENTS 

Reviewer 1 

The dissertation investigates the ethically flawed applications of machine learning models to 

judicial decision making. I feel compelled to begin with an unreserved praise for the level of 

piercing understanding and the overall shape demonstrated by the submitted work. Only rarely 

one reads a student work reaching both the accuracy and form at such an exceptional level. 

Particularly, the technical exposition is precise, free of any factual lapses, and accompanied by 

superbly executed application of critical race theory to the analyzed case. Relying on a rich body 

relevant literature, the resulting synthesis between machine learning and critical race theory 

successfully shows the intrinsic dangers of non-transparent uses of technology for determining 

human fates. In this regard, it is also appreciated that the root cause of the malpractice, the unfair 

questionnaires, is analyzed in detail and its role thus revealed in full. As such, the investigation is  

complete, anchored by an exceptionally fitting theoretical framework, and provides a rich set of 

findings.  
Reviewer 2 

This is a truly excellent piece of work. From the outset, it is making a valuable contribution to the 

literature, which is also tethered to some of the most important issues of the contemporary 

sociological and political zeitgeist. In academia, we are often compelled to make our work 

'policy-relevant' and 'impactful'. To this extent, I think that the dissertation produced would 

certainly hit the standards expected of some established academics.The dissertation is deeply 

researched and very carefully constructed and the intertwinement of Critical Race Theory and 

Machine Learning is not an easy brief--it is, however, pulled off very skillfully. The appendeces 

are a welcome bookmark to the level of detail replete across the dissertation and I think the 

student can be extremely proud of what they have produced. With the right outlet and minimal 

editing, a work like this could be published and, in turn, valued by the relevant academic 

communities.  
 

 
 
 


